
Makeup Storage Display Box For Home

The love of women for accessories and cosmetic products is not a secret. No matter if
she lives in America or Africa, if she is shy or bold, old or young, but one thing that you are
bound to find common in all of them is their fondness for makeup.

And the top beauty brands of the world realize this disposition, as a result of which
they are in constant flux to introduce products that are better than the rest and which can
please a woman. So in this zeal, the cosmetics companies by the day have introduced a wide
range of beauty products. From eyebrows to hairs to toenails, there something to groom
every body part.

But as easy and pleasing as it may sound to own them all, it is not quite easy to
manage and organize them. And this is where our makeup storage display box comes in!
come let’s find out more about them!

What is our makeup display box?

Now in the 21-century makeup has become an undetectable part of our lives. From
movie stars to business ladies to household woman, every female possesses some type of
makeup products. But organizing these beauty products in a manner so that they do not
trash your house and can be actually found when needed, sounds like an impossible task.

And that is why you need to check out our makeup display box for home. These
makeup display boxes are specifically created to make your life easy. They are made up of
clear durable, strong plastic or acrylic which resembles glass but is actually much more
stronger and safer. It can store your lipsticks, primers, powders, brush, earrings, etc.
Moreover, these makeup storage displays also include many compartments that allow you to
store your nail prints, brushes, hair products, etc. in different drawers for an easy search.

Hence with their help, you can organize your makeup and accessories in an
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unchallenging manner so locate them without trouble.

Why you should check-out our makeup display box?

Owning your acrylic makeup display is a good idea because-

●It helps you in locating your makeup products instantly and hence saves you those
extra 5 minutes that you would have spent otherwise in locating your makeup items. This
comes in handy, especially during the busy morning rush.

●Your makeup products, even if they come sealed in small boxes, are worth a fortune
and hence if you don’t keep them carefully, chances are you might lose them. Hence using
our makeup brush display you can be carefree about misplacing them.

●Our makeup display box has inbuilt large and small drawers. Hence, you can easily
organize your cosmetics, makeup, and accessories in different compartments as per your
likeness.

●Keeping your cosmetics in one place will help you in keeping your house tidy and
organized.

●Our makeup storage display is made up of glass and only occupies a little space on
your dresser.

So, these are some reasons that should inspire you to own a makeup storage display
for your home. Hurry and check them out on our website, like now!

Product Description



Product Type acrylic makeup organizer
Product Name Wholesale three drawer clear acrylic cosmetics makeup organizer
Model No. DT-CO21
Size 240x160x320mm or customized
Main material Acrylic
Color White,Black,Red,Etc.
MOQ 100PCS
Thickness 2~5mm
Sample time 7~12Days
Production time 25~30 Days
Surface Finished Powder Coating/Painting/Chrome
Process cut-bend-shape-polish-painting-packing
Delivery Terms EXW,FOB,CIF

Payment Terms T/T:30% Deposit+70% Balance before shipment, PayPal, Western union or
negotiable

Packing
Wrap by plastic film for waterproof
12KG 20MM EPS foam for anti-drop
K=K Double layers brown carton suit for any shipment







Why Choose US

With more than 17 years striving,Detron display grew to be a experienced and skillful
crafter in POP industry who is your solution of any custom acrylic display supplier with a full
set of custom made service and logistic standby.
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If you have any question,welcome to Contact us.
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